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壹、單選題(每題 2 分，共 45 題，共計 90 分)
( C ) 1. Some animal species have the ability to _______ with their environment by changing their skin color for
physical protection.
(A) check out (B) step on (C) blend in (D) keep track
( D ) 2. The Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) in Taipei has many kilometers of track, much of which runs on _________
tracks.
(A) background (B) playground (C) campground (D) underground
( A ) 3. _______ the melody from the sanitation truck, he rushed back home to get his trash.
(A) Having heard (B) Heard (C) Being heard (D) To hear
( C ) 4. As a young boy, I ______ play football with my friends in this park every Sunday.
(A) ought to (B) was used to (C) used to (D) needed
( C ) 5. I get bored and turned off when my teachers give _________ and lengthy lectures.
(A) memorable (B) inexact (C) long-winded (D) catchy
( A ) 6. Ever since the invention of Coca-Cola in 1886, its ____________ have remained confidential. Only a few
top Coca-Cola employees get to know the formula.
(A) ingredients (B) characteristics (C) generalizations (D) limitations

( C )12. Schools can apply for a ______ from the Ministry of Education (MOE) to improve their facilities and
purchase some needed supplies.
(A) estate (B) enclosure (C) grant (D) representative
( D )13. Iron ______ in your diet can cause lack of energy, dizziness or lightheadedness, and pale skin.
(A) attack (B) failure (C) depression (D) deficiency
( A )14. The bird-watching trip was quite unsatisfying because the birds were ____ be seen.
(A) too far away to (B) too far away not to (C) so far away that (D) so far away as to
( D )15. The patient _____ for three hours. Maybe we should wake him up for dinner.
(A) has gone to bed (B) has fallen asleep (C) is sleeping (D) has been sleeping
The National Institute of Technology (NIT) is planning to organize an event to <16> _____ funds for the <17>_____
of its research library. Many parts of the library building were severely <18>_____ in last year’s Super Typhoon
Mary, especially the right wing of the building. This is also the place where the largest number of books were
<19>_____. Therefore, NIT has decided to <20>____ a brand-new building with the goal of making it a first-rate
library in the world.
( B )16. (A) decline (B) raise (C) submit (D) rise
( D )17. (A) improvisation (B) segment (C) possession (D) restoration
( B )18. (A) expanded (B) demolished (C) specialized (D) reserved
( A )19. (A) amassed (B) attended (C) installed (D) criticized
( C )20. (A) host (B) eject (C) construct (D) tutor
Our monthly meeting is scheduled for 12 noon. The meeting is a <21>________ so people should arrive on time or
even 10 minutes early. The president will <22>_____ our attempt to solve the employee problem we have been
having. So far, we have fired 10 employees because of underachievement, and we need to <23>_______ this serious
issue. Most of these employees do not realize the importance of their jobs. They are not clear on what to <24>_____,
and as a result, they have failed to recognize the importance of their jobs. All of them have been trained properly but
something seems to be missing from them. Many of our managers feel this is because the rules of our company
<25>______ new employees so they are afraid of breaking the rules. We need to think of ways to make sure that the
staff understands that following company rules are important, but not the only thing they should be worried about.
Instead, new employees should focus more on their job duties.
( A )21. (A) priority (B) minority (C) circumstance (D) determination
( C )22. (A) motivate (B) decline (C) address (D) neglect

( B ) 7. As an owner of a small shop, she was not so foolish _____ try to compete against the chain stores.
(A) to (B) as to (C) that (D) and
( D ) 8. The _____ signed at the city of San Francisco on September 8, 1951 clearly states that Japan will be protected
by the United States if attacked.
(A) extinction (B) prisoner (C) scholarship (D) treaty
( A ) 9. It was not until he arrived at the National Theater and Concert Hall that _________.
(A) he realized he forgot to bring the ticket (B) he didn’t realize he forgot to bring the ticket
(C) did he realize he forgot to bring the ticket (D) didn’t he realize he forgot to bring the ticket
( C )10. The lady of the house oven-roasted _______ ribs that the guests all had a marvelous evening.

( D )23. (A) turn down (B) push over (C) win over (D) account for
( A )24. (A) be concerned about (B) keep away (C) pick on (D) make up
( B )25. (A) make friends with (B) put pressure on (C) hit it off (D) run the rick off

(A) so delicious (B) such a delicious (C) such delicious (D) so delicious
( B )11. At the beginning of each month, all tenants _____ to pay the apartment monthly rent payment and utility fee.
(A) supposed (B) are supposed (C) suppose (D) were supposed

could keep people from <34>______ on solving their problems.
lives.

An important measure of a person’s ability to solve problems by using <26>______ is IQ. People who have the
<27>______ of a high IQ, however, are not always successful in life. <28> ______, which is a person’s emotional
intelligence, is another way to <29>______ a person's future success. We <30>______ emotionally intelligent people
who understand others and get along well with them. People with high EQ are capable of managing <31> ______.
Those who cannot <32>______ their anxiety may become overwhelmed by negative feelings. The <33> ______
We need positive <35> ______ to be happy in our

【背面尚有試題】

( B )26. (A) manpower (B) brainpower (C) nerves (D) impulses
( C )27. (A) essence (B) reason (C) characteristic (D) substitute
( C )28. (A) AI (B) EI (C) EQ (D) HQ

A new study, published by the Rapid Transition Alliance(RTA), has revealed that climate change will threaten
worldwide sports events over the next three decades. RTA monitors climate change, development and global issues.
Researchers said that nearly all sports would be impacted by what they called "an accelerating climate crisis." They

( D )29. (A) enhance (B) find (C) control (D) predict
( A )30. (A) admire (B) control (C) motivate (D) handle
( B )31. (A) thoughts (B) stress (C) expressions (D) IQ
( A )32. (A) control (B) cover (C) delay (D) enhance
( A )33. (A) frustration (B) posture (C) compassion (D) concentration
( B )34. (A) continuing (B) concentrating (C) delaying (D) rambling
( C )35. (A) posture (B) teachers (C) moods (D) slogans

highlighted how the weather has already messed up major sports events. Bushfires in Australia made playing
conditions hazardous at the Australian Tennis Open and drenching rain from a huge typhoon disrupted last year's
Rugby World Cup in Japan. The report predicts that fires, floods, heatwaves and rising sea levels will cause greater
disruption.
Andrew Simms, the coordinator of RTA, urged the sports industry to do more to become carbon-neutral. He said:
"Sport provides some of society's most influential role models. If sport can change how it operates to act at the speed
and scale necessary to halt the climate emergency, others will follow." He added that the carbon emissions from
sports events worldwide are equal to those produced by a medium-sized country. The report's author, David Goldblatt,
said sport should be more proactive. He said: "Making a carbon-zero world the common-sense priority of the sports

Situation: Joan Brown wrote this email to her supervisor, Mr. Green.
From: jbamco@amaco.bus.tw
To: rgamaco@amaco.bus.tw
Subject: Problem with new employee
Dear Mr. Green,

world would make a huge contribution to making it the common-sense priority of all politics."

As you know, I am the sales manager for Amaco's cellphone department. I am writing this email in hopes that you
could provide some assistance concerning a new salesperson, Mr. John Michaels.
Mr. Michaels was hired this month by the Human Resources Department. He has demonstrated that he takes his
position seriously. He arrives early at the office, and has contacted all customers assigned to him, as well as a number
of other potential customers.
He is also very familiar with our products. He can explain clearly all the functions of the cellphones we currently
offer. He undoubtedly understands products that the Research and Development Department employees are still
working on, and has even contributed beneficial ideas to them.
Unfortunately, our customers are frustrated with his inability to understand their needs, and I am concerned about
losing customers. Even though he has contacted potential new customers, he has not successfully made any new sales.
Thank you for your attention to this matter. I would appreciate any suggestions that you might have.
Best regards,
Joan Brown
Sales Manager
( A )36. Which is closest in meaning to “potential customers”?
(A) Possible customers. (B) Current customers. (C) Former customers. (D) Frustrated customers.
( B )37. How would you describe Mr. Michaels approach to his job?
(A) He gets frustrated easily. (B) He seems serious and hard working. (C)He is somehow rude and illmannered. (D) He doesn’t care if he is fired.
( D )38. Which is true of Mr. Michaels?
(A) He dislikes most of his customers. (B) He has been with Amaco a long time. (C) He respects his new
boss at Amaco. (D) He is an expert on cellphones.
( C )39. Mr. Michaels has shown he might have...
(A) high EQ. (B) a problem with laziness. (C) low EQ. (D) a lot of interpersonal skills.
( D )40. What is the purpose of this email?
(A) an invitation to purchase a product.
success. (D) a request for advice.

(B) about compassion for the boss.

(C) about the ingredients for

( A )41. What kind of climate crisis did researchers say there was?
(A) an escalating crisis (B) a serious crisis (C) a manageable crisis
( C )42. What will cause disruption besides fires, floods and heatwaves?

(D) a decades-old crisis

(A) terrorists (B) cyber attacks (C) rising sea levels (D) viruses
( B )43. What did a coordinator urge the sports industry to do?
(A) help the young (B) balance carbon emissions (C) redistribute wealth
( D )44. What prominent things did the coordinator say sport provides?

(D) hold events indoors

(A) world records (B) medals (C) prestigious events (D) ideal instance
( B )45. What did the coordinator equate sports industry emissions to?
(A) the oil industry (B) emissions of a medium-sized country (C) fossil fuel emissions
(D) the industrial revolution
貳、複選題(每題 2 分，共 5 題，共計 10 分)
( BE ) 46. You need to _____ from eating sweeties if you hope to lose weight.
(A) designate (B) refrain (C) circulate (D) beg (E) withhold
( BC ) 47. Before making a major decision, you should consider all of the _____ .
(A) specialists (B) gains and losses (C)pros and cons (D) Professionals

(E) novice

( AC ) 48. The time my son spent on online games had become quite ____.
(A) unreasonable (B) distorted (C) excessive (D) embedded (E) private
( BD ) 49. Moving to a new city and stepping out of your comfort zone will be a major _____ in your life.
(A) journal (B) milestone (C) memories (D) breakthrough (E) emotion
( AE ) 50. Sometimes it’s hard to _____ being shy and nervous.
(A) overcome (B) develop (C) contribute (D) recognize (E) defeat

【試題完】

